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mephisto smiled as
he killed me. a smile
that knew how painful
it really was.

then he
blew my
candle
out.

it wasn't an
easy death.

but tell
me one
that is.

besides, as
much as dying
hurt, it wasn't
gonna be nothing
compared to hell.

Johnny Blaze was a motorcycle stuntman like his father
before him. Like his father, Johnny’s career ended in flames
when he was possessed by a Spirit of Vengeance--an entity
single-mindedly driven to exact penance from the wicked
and punish them for their misdeeds. When the Spirit takes
hold, Johnny’s skin burns away, and he gains the power of
the Penance Stare and the ability to wield hellfire--as chains,
a motorcycle, and a shotgun. Fighting evil as a reluctant
agent of our better angels. That’s

Newly restored as Sorcerer Supreme, Doctor Strange meant to prove his
worth by restoring Las Vegas and reviving the citizens who lost their lives
in the Hydra raid. But he paid for his overreach--as the city rose, so did a little
piece of Hell in the form of the Hotel Inferno. Its proprietor, Mephisto, imprisoned
Strange and began collecting souls and expanding Hell’s dominion. Stephen’s
former partner in mystic arts, Wong, hatched a rescue plan that began with
recruiting a new team of Midnight Sons and ended with Johnny executing the
last stunt of his life--a suicide run up the side of the hotel, and a confrontation with
Mephisto that could only end in Johnny’s death and
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new
flesh!

I can
get back
to what I'm
here to do.
punish the
guilty, make
their souls
burn.

hey.

now that
you're dead,
looks
you don't
like we got
need me
split up.
anymore.
again.

hey.

spirit,
buddy...
...we're
only getting
started.

there's
enough here
that I won't
ever have
to lay eyes
on you
again.

hell only
has a few
rules.

everyone
suffers.

the
only way
to stop
hurting is
to hurt
someone
else.

you never die.
but you feel
every wound.

and it don't matter
if you get lucky
once or twice.

the house
always wins
in the end.

c'mon
now. gettin' here
was only the first
part of the
job.

I need
you if we're
gonna get
to the
end.

I control my
own destiny now. no
more being dragged along
on your foolish
missions.

without
me, you're
a weapon
waiting on
a pair of
hands to
swing it.

and
without
you, I gotta
walk the
whole way
there.

except
you're just a
phantom without me. I
give you enough weight,
enough of the real
world, to make you
truly dangerous.

we kinda
need each
other.

much as
it sucks.

I'll show
you what
a phantom
can do.

I know about
your plan. I stomp
around in people's
hells for pleasure.
I can do something
meaningful here.
except
I deserve it.
neither of
not you.
us is gonna get
there without
the other. your
hellfire won't
keep 'em down
long.

what do
I get for my
cooperation?

best reward
of all--you get to
spit in mephisto's face
and walk away to
tell the tale.

we will.
they won't
attack, just keep us
from wandering away
from the main
attraction.

if we
survive the
next few
minutes.

here’s
where
I'm gonna
need your
help.

